
How to submit a mandate application in 
the mandate service provided by officials 

Filling in the application step by step



Finding the mandate service provided by officials

Google or go to: 
https://www.suomi.fi/e-authorizations 



First, check whether you need the help of the mandate 
service provided by officials or whether you can grant the 
mandate independently



If you need the mandate service provided by officials, 
find out the instructions first



You will get more detailed instructions by answering the 
questions step by step. The instructions vary depending on your 
selections.



In this example, the assignor requiring the instructions is a 
foreign company or organisation. Also note the other options.



In this example, the instructions are required for 
authorising a foreign person. Also note the other options



In this example, the instructions are required for 
submitting the mandate application by post. 

PLEASE NOTE! All of the methods 
of sending the application are 
not available to all assignors:
• Electronic: Finnish 

companies and organisations 
only

• Service location: Private 
individuals without digital 
skills and foreign companies

• By post: Foreign companies



In the last step, you will get a (printable) summary of 
the instructions based on your selections



When you have read the instructions carefully and acted accordingly, you 
can move on to completing the mandate application

PLEASE NOTE! You can also 
start to fill in the mandate 
application directly, without 
finding out the instructions



The mandate application has 11 steps, in which you are asked 
to fill in the details of the mandate that will be registered



First select the type of assignor. In this example, the 
mandate application is filled in by a foreign company



Next, enter the assignor's code and name

NOTE! Use finnish
company code if you
have one



Next, select the mandate type that will be granted to the 
assignee (applies only if the assignor a company / organisation)

Typically, a right to grant a 
mandate is selected so that 
authorising can from then on 
be done independently on 
behalf of the company / 
organisation

You can read about the 
different mandate types in 
the instructions in Suomi.fi e-
Authorizations:  
https://www.suomi.fi/instruct
ions-and-
support/information-on-
eauthorizations/grant-a-
mandate-as-a-company-or-
an-organisation

https://www.suomi.fi/instructions-and-support/information-on-eauthorizations


Next, enter the details of the assignee / assignees 
(the person’s identity code and names)

You can enter both Finnish persons 
(personal identity code) and 
foreign citizens who have obtained 
a Finnish Authenticator token 
(foreigner’s identifier).

PLEASE NOTE! Enter the details 
carefully because the correctness 
of the name-identifier combination 
will not be verified.

Only the mandate type mandate 
for transactions can be used for 
authorising other companies / 
organisations.



Next, select the mandate themes that the assignee’s 
authority will cover

First read the instructions issued by those e-
services that will be used. The e-service in 
question will provide instructions on which 
mandate themes it accepts 

You can also browse different mandate themes in 
a separate search service for mandate themes, 
which has more versatile search features: 
https://www.suomi.fi/e-authorizations/mandate-
themes
You should open the browsing service in a 
separate window



You can shorten the list of mandate themes by filtering 
it with a specific search term, such as “Salary”



By selecting an individual mandate theme, you will see a 
more detailed description of the authority it gives. You can 
select more than one at the same time

Some of the mandate themes can be 
specified to apply, for example, only to a 
certain suborganisation of the assignor.

The specifier can also be used to target the 
mandates received from certain customers 
to certain employees (for example, in 
accounting firms)

The e-services provide instructions on 
whether specifiers are used in the mandate 
themes they accept and how they should 
be used

You can enter the specifier by pressing the 
“Enable an authorisation specifier” button. 
In other words, not used for all of the 
mandate themes



Entering the specifier’s values (optional)

If you want to grant a mandate with a specifier to the 
assignee, enter the specifier’s values (free text field) 
according to the e-service’s instructions.

If several persons have been entered as assignees in 
the mandate application, different specifiers can be 
given to all of them

In this example, the assignee (1 person) could in future 
through the right to grant a mandate given to them in 
this application grant other people mandates for 
transactions for “Processing of … income data”, but only 
in connection with the company’s department 123.

(The value of the specifier Customer ID, which is 
intended for targeting the mandate, is given 
automatically)



Select the validity period of the mandate. Please 
note! The default value is 25 years.



Next, select the method of sending the application. 

PLEASE NOTE! All of the methods of 
sending the application are not available 
to all assignors:
• Electronic: Finnish companies and 

organisations only
• Service location: Private individuals 

without digital skills and foreign 
companies

• By post: Foreign companies

It is important that you really use the 
method of sending you selected in the 
application. If you use a different 
method (e.g. selected electronic, but 
submit by mail), your application will not 
necessarily be available for processing at 
all.



Contact details are mandatory

PLEASE NOTE!
A notification will be sent to this contact 
address when the mandate application 
has been processed and is complete 
(the mandate that was applied for has 
been registered) or, if the application 
was incomplete, the requests for 
additional information will also be sent 
to it



In the summary, you can still check the information that 
you have entered into the application. If necessary, you can still go 
back and make corrections

If the information is correct, you can 
print the application for submitting
for processing



Print the mandate application for signing

At this stage, you can 
check the instructions 
again

The required documents have
also been listed here

Download and print the mandate 
application for signing. A printed 
application must always be signed!



Print the downloaded application and request the required 
signatures. Write down the identification number or the application



When the mandate service provided by officials notifies you that the 
application has been processed and is complete, the person who received 
the mandate can start authorising (or acting on behalf of the other party)



After having identified themself in Suomi.fi e-Authorizations, 
the person must switch to acting on behalf of a company



The person can start authorising on behalf of the company in 
matters that the right to grant mandates provides authority to



Instructions for Suomi.fi e-Authorizations 

 https://www.suomi.fi/instructions-and-support/information-on-
eauthorizations

https://www.suomi.fi/instructions-and-support/information-on-eauthorizations/grant-a-mandate-as-a-company-or-an-organisation


Companies and organisations:

 Customer service for companies, 
will answer for example the following 
questions:

• As an organisation, how can I grant a 
mandate in Suomi.fi e-Authorizations?

• What should I do in a problem situation?

 Telephone: +358 295535115 

 Email: organisaatiopalvelut@dvv.fi

 Hours of service: 
• Monday–Friday 10.00–15.00

Citizens:
 Public Service Info telephone 

service, TELEPHONE SERVICE
 You can contact Public Service Info 

by phone. The telephone service 
also works if you call from abroad.
 Telephone: +358 295000 A fee is 

charged for the call. 

 Hours of service
• Monday–Friday 8.00–21.00
• Saturday 9.00–15.00

Problems?
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